Your data, protected and under control wherever they are

Do you need to control your critical business documents
even after you have sent them to a supplier or customer?
Protect your workgroup or company's documents and keep them under control. With SealPath Enterprise, you will be able to know who
within your organization or team has access to important documents that have been protected. You can also find out who outside your
organization has access to protected documents and you can revoke access even when the documents are not in your possession. It logs
warnings of attempts to access protected documents blocked due to lack of permissions. SealPath is designed for small and mediumsized companies or even workgroups within large companies/multinationals that require control and protection of their data.

Secure internal/External collaboration
Keep your documents under control when you share them
within and outside your organization. Revoke access
remotely. Prevent someone who has left the organization
or work group from continuing to have access to
documents, even if they are on their personal computer
or somewhere else.

Reduce risks and legal liability
Avoid financial losses resulting from negligence and data leaks. Comply with
the main regulations governing the protection of sensitive data. Gain peace
of mind with a tool that gives you significant control over monitoring
sensitive documents.
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sealpath enterprise
SealPath makes easier secure information sharing, keeping
the protection with the data or documents themselves. Share
the documents with anyone you want, using the method of
your choice. Upload it to the cloud, send it via email or transfer
it to a USB drive, while still remaining confident that your
information is protected, wherever it is. Revoke access when
you stop working with a partner, control who has access, track
the data that are important to you. You don't limit how the
information is shared, you limit who can access it and what
they can do with it.

Folder protections and
automations

Operational efficiency
and quick deployment
The administrator does not need to be
involved for the members of a workgroup
to share important documents with third
parties. SealPath offers decentralized
management, making it easier for
departments, teams and individuals to
collaborate securely, smoothly and
productively, reducing the workload of IT
staff. There are tools available that make
easier the administration tasks such as
transfer document ownership.

Apply protection Policies to folders on a File
Server or Desktop and make sure that all
documents stored on them will be
automatically protected. This way, you will
know that when a user copy or extract a
document from the folder it will be
protected and under the control of the
enterprise. SealPath allows you to
automate the protection of downloaded
content from a document management
system, CRM or ERP system.

Audit trail and centralized
monitoring
Obtain a detailed list of accesses to your
documents, including blocked access
attempts. Find out who has already
accessed a protected document through its
web admin control panel. You can keep
track of the accesses and status of one of
the most valuable assets of your company,
the information: Who is accessing, when,
blocked accessed, unprotected files, etc.
SealPath gives you complete control and
visibility of your critical documents.

Easy-to-use even for the less experienced users
Use Office and Acrobat Reader to access your protected documents. Protect
documents with a right-click, with a simple drag-and-drop operation or clicking on a
button integrated in Microsoft Office. . Avoid having to remember passwords for your
documents. Security must not be an inconvenience for your users. You can also create
pre-protected document templates so that users start working with documents
protected since its inception.








Active Directory integration.
For Office, PDF, AutoCAD.
Support also for images, text, audio, video
Windows, Mac, iOS, Android, Windows Phone
Automatic folder protection.
Integration with DMSs, CRMs, ERPs.

The best protection with Microsoft Rights Management Services (AD-RMS, MSIPC)
SealPath is based on Microsoft Rights Management Services, a mature, proven
information protection technology that guarantees the security of your confidential
documents. SealPath extends this technology allowing more granular protection
policies, making it easy to use and deploy, improving the sharing with third parties,
access from mobile platforms, folder protection, automating the protection, etc.
Thanks to AD-RMS, your users will have access to protected documents from
Microsoft Office without needing to download and install additional software.

SealPath’s Solutions
SealPath Enterprise On-Premise

SealPath Enterprise SaaS

SealPath for MSPs

For those companies that need to
protect their data and keep complete
control over their infrastructure

For SMBs/Enterprises who wish to keep
their corporate data under control
without installing server components

For Managed Service Providers looking
to complement their portfolio with an
innovative data protection solution.

Trial versions available: Contact with us at sales@sealpath.com or through phone (+34) 94 4425922. http://www.sealpath.com
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